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Old Boathouse is a memorial to 160 years of Lifeboat Courage
by Hugh Mc Grattan
THE new harbour at Portrush had been in use only a short time before it was being criticised as having
been built in the wrong place! The proper site was on the eastern side of the peninsula, argued the
detractors of 1830.

However, by 1855, the year the railway line linking Portrush to Coleraine was completed, the harbour had
been operating successfully for 25 years. Much prosperity had been brought to an area that had once been
described as “a wasteland”. But there were still occasions when it was impossible for vessels to enter the
harbour due to the state of the wind and tide and so the view persisted that an easier approach to the town
could have been made from the shelter of the Skerry Roads.

There was even an amazing proposal to close off the entrance to the harbour and create a new entrance
by cutting a canal from Port-an-dhu across the peninsula and through into the old dock! How serious were
the intentions of those behind the project is not known, but the line of the proposed canal was actually
marked off by lines of flags for all to see on the day the railway was officially opened. The cost of the
scheme was then estimated at £20,000 sterling, an expenditure equating with many millions of pounds
today. The new railway had just been incorporated with a capital of £200,000, so investors in the canal
project were unlikely to have been plentiful. Probably for this reason, nothing more was heard of it.
The natural inlet at Portan-dhu on the eastern
shoreline was eventually
turned

into

a

small

harbour in 1889 and a
slipway for the Lifeboat
was provided three years
later by the RNLI on an
adjacent site granted by
Lord

Antrim

towards

Reviggerly Point.
Port-an-dhu Harbour and Lifeboat House

The Lifeboat Service in Portrush was established exactly 160 years ago, in December 1860. The first
boathouse had been built just outside the harbour boundary, overlooking the West Strand. The
Coastguards already had a boathouse there, but it was a poor location with no breakwater or promenade.
Sometimes, in storm conditions, the buildings were washed by the sea.
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There was no slipway at that first
Boathouse, for the Lifeboat Station was
equipped with a wheeled road carriage,
which could be pulled by four horses
hired from a local carter. Thus, the
lifeboat could be transported to any
convenient point around the coast for
launching. After a service, it was
normally sailed and rowed back to the
harbour for recovery at the Wee Beach
in the corner of the harbour.
The Hopwood and crew pictured in 1916. The last of the “pulling and sailing”
lifeboats at Portrush, the Hopwood was housed in the Lansdowne Lifeboat
Station for more than 20 years.

In 1900, after years of deliberation, the Lifeboat Institution approved a scheme for a new Lifeboat Station
on the isolated spot occupied by the Lansdowne slipway. It was an up to date building with a long metal
slipway for the new lifeboat “Hopwood”, which arrived in 1902, and it had electric lighting installed to assist
in launches and the recovery of the lifeboat. But the site proved to be much less successful than predicted
and was little better than its predecessor. Its shortcomings were well demonstrated in March 1916 when
huge seas swept up the slipway
and into the main area where
the lifeboat was housed. The
water is said to have risen to
waist level at times and despite
there being a call for assistance
from a vessel 30 miles away at
Torr Head, efforts to launch the
lifeboat were abandoned until
daybreak when the gale winds
had abated slightly and there
was a change in the wind
direction. One eye witness later
declared that conditions had
been so bad that he believed

The boathouse and slipway at Lansdowne, with eager members of the public awaiting
a practice launch of the Lifeboat Hopwood. The date is believed to be around 1912.

that if the lifeboat had attempted to put to sea it would have been tossed back onto the rocky foreshore with
the possibility of a disaster similar to that of November 1889, when three Portrush lifeboat volunteers were
drowned.
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By 1924, when the first motorised lifeboat was delivered to Portrush, a decision had been taken to abandon
the Lansdowne Lifeboat House and construct a new Boathouse back on the western side of the town, but
this time inside the harbour. That Boathouse still serves as the Portrush Lifeboat Station and houses the
smaller of the two lifeboats with which Portrush is now equipped.

The old Lifeboat House on the eastern seaboard was later purchased by the Portrush Urban District
Council and used, like its predecessor at Kerr Street, as a public shelter for the use of excursion crowds on
rainy days. It was also provided with public toilets. However, it is believed that during the Second World
War the building was used by the various military units billeted in the town as an isolated store for
ammunition and explosives! A more peaceful employment was found a few years later when it was home to
a number of vintage vessels belonging to the local Maritime Heritage Group. Plans for it to become a
maritime museum sadly came to nothing.

Some ten years ago the then current local authority spent a substantial amount of money in restoring the
Boathouse, removing the toilets and improving the structure, but adding a side extension which has done
nothing to make it more architecturally attractive! However, an information board telling the story of the
Portrush Lifeboat was also provided. The old Boathouse is an important part of that story and it should
never be forgotten that during
the 22 years it was in service,
from the summer of 1902 until
1924,

the

lifeboat

housed

there – the Liverpool Class
RNLB

Hopwood

-

was

launched ten times on service
and saved a total of 23 lives.
Its

future,

appear,

is

it

would

to

be

now
as

a

restaurant. One hopes that the
original

purpose

of

the

building is never forgotten, for
Old Lifeboat House

it stands as a Memorial to the

courageous volunteers of the Royal National Lifeboat Institution who have been saving lives at sea for at
least 160 years.
Our thanks to Hugh for this excellent contribution to our series of Heritage Newsletters.
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